Tools of the Trade Bag Supply List
Each class participant must have all pieces cut, quilted and labeled before the workshop. We will
be focusing on assembly of this bag during class and learning a unique side zipper installation,
angled handle straps and installing sew-in magnetic snaps.
Participants will need a sewing machine that can sew through multiple layers of soft and stable.
Each participant needs a ruler that is at least 18" long.
Tools of the Trade ByAnnie pattern (found in the Shop)
Sewing Notions and Supplies:
A zipper foot or very narrow all-purpose foot
A walking foot (strongly recommended)
Wonder Clips and pins
Any other sewing supplies that you generally have handy when sewing
For the Small Portfolio
Fabric:
1 1/2 yards for the main fabric (body of bag, pockets, and padded sleeve)
1 1/2 yards for the lining fabric (lining of body of bag, pockets, padded sleeve)
1 1/4 yards of coordinating fabric (handles, binding, borders, facings, fabric divider, stabilizer
sleeve)
Interfacing and Stabilizer
54"X58" of ByAnnie's Soft and Stable
1/2 yard of fusible interfacing (SF101 is recommended)
2 5/8" X 14 1/2" of Base Stabilizer (1/8" acrylic or foam core)
Bag Accessories
1/2 yard of Mesh fabric
Four 24" single-slide zippers
4 1/4 yards of 1" polypro strapping
Two 1" rings
Two sets of 14mm sew-in magnetic snap
1 1/4 yards of fold-over elastic, 20mm
Thread to match fabrics
Recommended Materials from Instructor (for both bag sizes)
A sturdy stiletto
Wash Away Wonder Tape
Polyester Thread for construction
Hera Marker for marking placement lines, or a marker with easily removed lines.

For the Large Portfolio
Fabric:
2 1/2 yards of main fabric (body of bag, pockets, and padded sleeve)
2 1/2 yards of lining fabric (lining of body of bag, pockets, padded sleeve)
2 yards of coordinating fabric (handles, binding, borders, facings, fabric divider, stabilizer
sleeve)
Interfacing and Stabilizer
72"X58" of ByAnnie's Soft and Stable
4 3/8" X 21 1/2" of Base Stabilizer (1/8" acrylic or foam core)
1/2 yard of fusible interfacing (SF101 is recommended)
Bag Accessories
1/2 yard of Mesh fabric
One 24" single-slide zipper and Three 30" double-slide zippers
5 yards of 1 1/2" polypro strapping
Two 1 1/2" rings
Two sets of 14mm sew-in magnetic snap
1 3/4 yards of fold-over elastic, 20mm
Thread to match fabrics
Recommended Materials from Instructor (for both bag sizes)
A sturdy stiletto
Wash Away Wonder Tape
Polyester Thread for construction
Hera Marker for marking placement lines, or a marker with easily removed lines.

